Production of text
The grammar used to produce the preliminary surface structure of the generated sentences is the functional unification grammar [Kay, 1985] .
If a simple sentence grammar pattern (subject verb object) with value "protagonist" for the funcional role (attribute) "logical emphasis" is unified with the FD from the domain knowledge base, describing the relation, that each triangle has three sides, the following sentence will be generated:
The triangle possesses three sides, while the value "goal" for the attribute "logical emphasis" yields the result:
Three sides has the triangle.
However, the sentence generated by u~ifying the functional unification grammar with the input and representing a fact about or related to a concept is not the final sentence thE) system offers to its users. Although the resulting sentences of the previous examples sound quite reasonably (in Bulgarian), the system would not be able to impress always its users if it accepts the sentence as final. The problem is that each explanation of a concept is not a single sentence, but discourse. To illustrate our position, assume that the system has to give a detailed (initial) description of the concept "triangle" (such description is actually given by our system, see in the dialogue first answer).
After consecutive unifications of the grammar rules with the relevant inputs , the system would generate in the best case the following 'text:
The triangle is a geometrical figure. The triangle is straightlinear. 
